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Technical Documentation Best Practices - Visually
Designing Modern Help Systems and Manuals 2020-10-25
aesthetics isn t the only thing that you should be
striving for when desiging a user manual template or
the style sheet of an online help system when creating
technical documentation usability readability and
simplicity are at least just as crucial the design
should please the eye but at the same time it must
communicate the content clearly in addition paragraph
styles and character styles should be efficient to use
for the author when writing the document the layout
process should be automated as much as possible because
most user assistance documents are frequently updated
during theit life cycle an automated layout process is
much more important here than with other kinds of
literature setting up templates and style sheets that
are efficient to use when creating and updating user
assistance requires a lot of experience in technical
writing the rules presented in this book are the
essence of this experience all chapters provide various
examples that you can use for inspiration and as
starting points for your own designs topics covered
layout basics setting the type area choosing fonts and
spacing creating semantic styles organizing styles
hierarchically recommended screen layouts recommended
page layouts recommended table designs recommended
paragraph styles recommended character styles
Writing Better Computer User Documentation 1986 helping
data processing professionals to write accurate clear
computer documentation this book presents a systematic
approach to writing manuals online documents system
messages menus and on line tutorials covers the process
of creating these materials from the inception of the
documentation project to its revision after publication
addresses the rapidly changing role of the
documentation writer and the move toward manual less
software also provided are extensive reference sections
at the end of each chapter



Designing Templates and Formatting Documents 2012
aesthetics isn t the only thing that you should be
striving for when you design a template when creating
technical documentation such as user manuals and online
help systems usability readability and simplicity are
just as crucial the design must please the eye and at
the same time communicate the content clearly paragraph
styles and character styles should be efficient to use
when writing the document the layout process should be
automated as much as possible as user assistance
documents are frequently updated an automated layout
process is much more important here than in other kinds
of books for example when you insert a new paragraph
into a document this shouldn t result in you having to
manually tweak all subsequent page breaks not to
mention page numbers cross references the table of
contents and the index setting up templates and style
sheets that are efficient to use when creating and
updating a document requires a lot of experience in
technical writing the rules presented in this book are
the essence of this experience all chapters provide
various examples that you can use for inspiration and
as starting points for your own designs topics covered
layout basics setting the type area choosing fonts and
spacing avoiding manual formatting creating semantic
styles organizing styles hierarchically recommended
screen layouts recommended page layouts recommended
table designs recommended paragraph styles recommended
character styles audience technical writers developers
marketing professionals product managers designers
SharePoint 2013 User's Guide 2013-06-11 provides an
examination of the next generation of microsoft
sharepoint technologies explaining how to use the
technologies to extend the information sharing and
collaboration capabilities to develop enterprise
information management sharing and collaboration
solutions
SharePoint 2010 User's Guide 2010-07-30 microsoft



sharepoint foundation 2010 and sharepoint server 2010
provide a collection of tools and services you can use
to improve user and team productivity make information
sharing more effective and facilitate business decision
making processes in order to get the most out of
sharepoint 2010 you need to understand how to best use
the capabilities to support your information management
collaboration and business process management needs
this book is designed to provide you with the
information you need to effectively use these tools
whether you are using sharepoint as an intranet or
business solution platform you will learn how to use
the resources such as lists libraries and sites and
services such as publishing workflow and policies that
make up these environments information and process
owners will be given the knowledge they need to build
and manage solutions information and process consumers
will be given the knowledge they need to effectively
use sharepoint resources in this book seth bates and
tony smith walk you through the components and
capabilities that make up a sharepoint 2010 environment
their expertise shines as they provide step by step
instructions for using and managing these elements as
well as recommendations for how to best leverage them
as a reader you ll then embrace two common sharepoint
uses document management and project information
management and walk through creating samples of these
solutions understanding the challenges these solutions
are designed to address and the benefits they can
provide the authors have brought together this
information based on their extensive experience working
with these tools and with business users who
effectively leverage these technologies within their
organizations these experiences were incorporated into
the writing of this book to make it easy for you to
gain the knowledge you need to make the most of the
product
Writing Better Computer User Documentation 1990-07-12



designed to help processing professionals and technical
writers write clear accurate computer user
documentation presents a systematic approach to writing
paper and online documentation version 2 retains much
essential material from the first edition while
offering new information on desktop publishing case
tools and the software factory programming technologies
also covers new techniques such as team writing
hypertext mass storage and more
arc42 by Example 2019-10-07 document the architecture
of your software easily with this highly practical open
source template key featuresget to grips with
leveraging the features of arc42 to create insightful
documentslearn the concepts of software architecture
documentation through real world examplesdiscover
techniques to create compact helpful and easy to read
documentationbook description when developers document
the architecture of their systems they often invent
their own specific ways of articulating structures
designs concepts and decisions what they need is a
template that enables simple and efficient software
architecture documentation arc42 by example shows how
it s done through several real world examples each
example in the book whether it is a chess engine a huge
crm system or a cool web system starts with a brief
description of the problem domain and the quality
requirements then you ll discover the system context
with all the external interfaces you ll dive into an
overview of the solution strategy to implement the
building blocks and runtime scenarios the later
chapters also explain various cross cutting concerns
and how they affect other aspects of a program what you
will learnutilize arc42 to document a system s physical
infrastructurelearn how to identify a system s scope
and boundariesbreak a system down into building blocks
and illustrate the relationships between themdiscover
how to describe the runtime behavior of a systemknow
how to document design decisions and their



reasonsexplore the risks and technical debt of your
systemwho this book is for this book is for software
developers and solutions architects who are looking for
an easy open source tool to document their systems it
is a useful reference for those who are already using
arc42 if you are new to arc42 this book is a great
learning resource for those of you who want to write
better technical documentation will benefit from the
general concepts covered in this book
How To Write Usable User Documentation 1991-06-26 this
popular handbook presents a step by step method for
clearly explaining a product system or procedure the
easy to follow text packed with examples and
illustrations explains the unique demands of this form
of writing and shows how to set up the best user model
the book covers developing a modular outline and
storyboard generating the draft revising developing a
formal usability test and supporting and updating user
documentation also included are a glossary of terms a
listing of books and periodicals for additional
information and an index
SharePoint 2007 User's Guide 2007-04-30 sharepoint 2007
user s guide learning microsoft s collaboration and
productivity platform is the follow up edition to the
successful sharepoint 2003 user s guide apress 2005
this book provides guidance about the new workflows
interface and other technologies within sharepoint 2007
authors seth bates and tony smith describe sharepoint
in a variety of environments they have the expertise
and ability to proffer an eminently useful guide for
anyone working with sharepoint technologies in any
capacity
Arc42 by Example 2019-10-04 document the architecture
of your software easily with this highly practical open
source template key features get to grips with
leveraging the features of arc42 to create insightful
documents learn the concepts of software architecture
documentation through real world examples discover



techniques to create compact helpful and easy to read
documentation book description when developers document
the architecture of their systems they often invent
their own specific ways of articulating structures
designs concepts and decisions what they need is a
template that enables simple and efficient software
architecture documentation arc42 by example shows how
it s done through several real world examples each
example in the book whether it is a chess engine a huge
crm system or a cool web system starts with a brief
description of the problem domain and the quality
requirements then you ll discover the system context
with all the external interfaces you ll dive into an
overview of the solution strategy to implement the
building blocks and runtime scenarios the later
chapters also explain various cross cutting concerns
and how they affect other aspects of a program what you
will learn utilize arc42 to document a system s
physical infrastructure learn how to identify a system
s scope and boundaries break a system down into
building blocks and illustrate the relationships
between them discover how to describe the runtime
behavior of a system know how to document design
decisions and their reasons explore the risks and
technical debt of your system who this book is for this
book is for software developers and solutions
architects who are looking for an easy open source tool
to document their systems it is a useful reference for
those who are already using arc42 if you are new to
arc42 this book is a great learning resource for those
of you who want to write better technical documentation
will benefit from the general concepts covered in this
book
Planning and Structuring User Assistance 2012 even the
best information is worthless if users can t find it
providing user friendly structure and navigation is
just as important as providing well written content
however structuring user assistance isn t as simple and



obvious as it may seem if you think that your document
structure should follow the structure of your product s
components and functions you re wrong if you think that
the type of document that you prefer is the same type
of document that your clients prefer you re wrong if
you think that all the information that you have is
important you re also wrong this book tells you how to
structure index and link your documents so that readers
actually find the information that your documents
contain topics covered general structuring principles
that all structural decisions have in common choosing
media should you provide a printed or printable user
manual pdf online help or both what information should
go into the user manual and what information should go
into online help which help format should you use can
context sensitive help calls be implemented should you
provide interactive features and social features
planning documents should you put all information into
one document or should you supply several user manuals
for specific purposes and user groups how should you
name your documents planning document sections what are
the major sections that your documents should consist
of are there any standard sections that you shouldn t
forget planning topics what types of information do
your clients need how should you build and name the
individual topics within the document planning the
order of sections and topics how should you organize
the sections and topics within your documents what
comes first what comes later planning navigation which
navigational devices should you provide in printed
documents and in online help systems where should you
provide links or cross references and where not
audience technical writers developers marketing
professionals product managers
SharePoint 2003 User's Guide 2006-11-08 provides a real
world view and best practices around using sharepoint
2003 technologies to meet business needs seth bates was
the technical reviewer for both of scot hillier s books



lists the most common deployment scenarios of
sharepoint technologies and the ways to best leverage
sharepoint features for these scenarios
Fedora 11 User Guide 2009-07 the fedora user guide is
focused on the end user looking to accomplish standard
desktop computer user tasks such as browsing the web
reading and sending email and doing office productivity
work
How to Write Usable User Documentation 1985 the user
manual manual is a master s course on creating software
manuals written for writers managers and producers it
describes the grammar style techniques and tricks
needed to write a manual that gets read it explains how
to understand and target readers technically inclined
or not even if they re kids plus it covers special
topics including dealing with rush projects preparing
for internationalization and handling projects with
multiple writers multiple platforms and multiple bosses
the user manual manual is a guided tour through the
entire process of creating a user manual from initial
concept through writing testing editing and production
to postmortem it contains sample documents worksheets
and checklists to help writers work smarter and faster
The User Manual Manual 1999 i n t r o d u c t i o n
good manuals are a scarce commodity expensive to
produce difficult to maintain the province of experts
not any more with this new step by step guide you can
produce successful manuals at a fraction of the normal
cost software user documentation a how to guide for
project staff is a detailed reference guide to the
preparation of effective user documentation for
computer software applica tions it is intended for
people who wish to develop software user documentation
the format and arrangement of this manual re flects the
principles outlined within it it practices what it
preaches no prior knowledge or experience of user
documentation writ ing is assumed the manual is
designed to equip a person with at least average



written expression skills with a blueprint of how to
prepare a software user manual provided the person is
prepared to follow the instructions through to
completion the result will be an effective piece of
documentation it can be used by practicing user
documenters and technical writers as a checklist of
what to include in a piece of documen tation the
information given in this manual conforms with the
interna tionally recognised ieee standard 1063 which
relates to the requirements for software user
documentation s o w h a t m a k e s a n e f f e c t i v
e m a n u a l organisation good manuals are well
structured with comprehensive table of contents and
index content the material focuses on user tasks
provides clear instructions and is concise appearance
the presentation is attractive with plenty of white
space and are packaged in booklets that are easy to use
language the text is easy to read and aimed
specifically at the users what to avoid users dislike
manuals that are inaccurate contain too much detail
talks down to people is too formal is poorly presented
and or organised
Software User Documentation 2011-04-25 provides usage
information and examples for the graph template
language gtl the gtl is the underlying language for the
default templates that are provided by sas for
procedures that use ods graphics you can use the gtl
either to modify these templates or to create your own
highly customized charts and plots information covered
includes how to combine language elements to build a
custom graph creating panels that contain multiple
graphs managing plot axes using legends modifying style
elements to control appearance characteristics and
using functions expressions and conditional processing
SAS 9.4 Graph Template Language: User's Guide, Third
Edition 2014-08-01 the metastorm provision 6 2 user
guide is the essential reference packed with tips and
tricks that go way beyond what you would expect the



book explains how to ask the right questions as well as
how to use the program all the new features are
described bill shares his expertise in many areas
including simulation strategy and process improvement
Metastorm ProVision 6. 2 User Guide 2010-05-06 helping
data processing professionals to write accurate clear
computer documentation this book presents a systematic
approach to writing manuals online documents system
messages menus and on line tutorials covers the process
of creating these materials from the inception of the
documentation project to its revision after publication
addresses the rapidly changing role of the
documentation writer and the move toward manual less
software also provided are extensive reference sections
at the end of each chapter
Writing Better Computer User Documentation 1986
provides usage information and examples for the graph
template language gtl the gtl is the underlying
language for the default templates that are provided by
sas for procedures that use ods graphics you can use
the gtl either to modify these templates or to create
your own highly customized charts and plots information
covered includes how to combine language elements to
build a custom graph creating panels that contain
multiple graphs managing plot axes using legends
modifying style elements to control appearance
characteristics and using functions expressions and
conditional processing
SAS 9.4 Graph Template Language 2014-05-14 this book
proposes a process oriented model for business
networking and the concept of networkability to develop
realistic strategies for managing enterprises
relationships in the internet economy it formulates key
success factors and management guidelines which were
developed in close co operation between research and
practice
Business Networking 2012-12-06 provides usage
information and examples for the graph template



language gtl the gtl is the underlying language for the
default templates that are provided by sas for
procedures that use ods graphics you can use the gtl
either to modify these templates or to create your own
highly customized charts and plots information covered
includes how to combine language elements to build a
custom graph creating panels that contain multiple
graphs managing plot axes using legends modifying style
elements to control appearance characteristics and
using functions expressions and conditional processing
A User's Guide to Program Templates 1996 microsoft
infopath 2003 kick start builds upon the reader s
knowledge of the microsoft office system to enable them
to get right to work making productive use of infopath
it is targeted specifically at the early adopters
developers who will use their knowledge of xml and
development to build sophisticated applications with
infopath front ends however it is also carefully
structured to enable front line infopath users to
quickly glean the information they need to be
productive when developing their own infopath forms and
when working with developers to create more involved
infopath applications
SAS 9. 4 Graph Template Language 2013-07 bantam is the
first modeling language specifically designed for
applications in biometrics and token technology it
represents a significant step forward for the design
and implementation of biometric and related technology
applications in that it is very simple to learn and use
it offers a consistent system of documentation and a
clarity of presentation which make the accurate
description of user requirements much easier it
provides a complete methodology for managing the
project from original business case through procurement
and implementation to subsequent training and support
the user guide provides much more than just a guide to
the bantam methodology readers will also find lots of
good advice on program management in general and will



gain an insight into designing biometric and related
applications it will be essential reading for anyone
who is serious about biometrics and related
technologies including governmental corporate end users
systems integrators biometric vendors application
developers and device manufacturers it will also be
useful background reading for advanced students and it
and management consultants reviews of julian ashbourn s
first book biometrics advanced identity verification
you could attend a dozen conferences and not come away
with the kind of overview presented in this new book
dave mintie connecticut department of social services a
highly readable entertaining guidebook that should
serve as a welcome companion for anyone who must
promote explain justify or control an organization s
transition to biometric technology richard norton
executive director international biometrics industry
association
Microsoft Office InfoPath 2003 Kick Start 2004 a clear
and focused guide to creating useful user experience
documentation as web sites and applications become
richer and more complex the user experience ux becomes
critical to their success this indispensible and full
color book provides practical guidance on this growing
field and shares valuable ux advice that you can put
into practice immediately on your own projects the
authors examine why ux is gaining so much interest from
web designers graduates and career changers and looks
at the new ux tools and ideas that can help you do your
job better in addition you ll benefit from the unique
insight the authors provide from their experiences of
working with some of the world s best known companies
learning how to take ideas from business requirements
user research and documentation to create and develop
your ux vision explains how to create documentation
that clearly communicates the vision for the ux design
and the blueprint for how it s going to be developed
provides practical guidance that you can put to work



right away on their own projects looks at the new ux
tools and ideas that are born every day aimed at
helping you do your job better and more efficiently
covers a variety of topics including user journeys task
models funnel diagrams content audits sitemaps
wireframes interactive prototypes and more
communicating the user experience is an ideal resource
for getting started with creating ux documentation
BANTAM User Guide 2013-03-09 even the best information
is worthless if users can t find it providing user
friendly structure and navigation is just as important
as providing well written content however structuring
user assistance isn t as simple and obvious as it may
seem if you think that your document structure should
follow the structure of your product s components and
functions you re wrong if you think that the type of
document that you prefer is the same type of document
that your clients prefer you re wrong if you think that
all the information that you have is important you re
also wrong this book tells you how to structure index
and link your documents so that readers actually find
the information they need topics covered general
structuring principles that all structural decisions
have in common choosing media should you provide a
printed or printable user manual pdf online help or
both what information should go into the user manual
and what information should go into online help which
help format should you use can context sensitive help
calls be implemented should you provide interactive
features planning documents should you put all
information into one document or should you supply
several user manuals for specific purposes and user
groups how should you name your documents planning
document sections what are the major sections that your
documents should consist of are there any standard
sections that you mustn t forget planning topics what
types of information do your clients need how should
you build and name the individual topics within the



document planning the order of sections and topics how
should you organize the sections and topics within your
documents what comes first what comes later planning
navigation which navigational devices should you
provide in printed documents and in online help systems
where should you provide links or cross references and
where not
Communicating the User Experience 2011-09-19 single
sourcing is more than mechanical document conversion it
is an information development strategy although it is
often confused with the process of converting paper
based documents into online formats single sourcing is
a writing strategy that enables technical writers to
develop centralized information modules then map them
to distinct audiences and media for technical writers
single sourcing means modular writing and information
mapping rather than developing information for a given
format such as a user guide or online help technical
writers develop information modules at the element
section paragraph and sentence level they then map
these information modules to preselected audiences and
media this guide explains in plain language and by
example how to develop single source documents it shows
technical writers how to develop standalone information
modules then map these modules to a variety of
audiences and formats using proven information mapping
techniques in essence the guide provides a flexible
framework for modular technical writing that can be
applied to any audience in any medium
Voluntary Voting System Guidelines Recommendations to
the Election Assistance Commission (rev.) 2020-10-25
the first guide to show you how to power your site
using umbraco more companies are turning to the power
and simplicity of umbraco s web content management
system to build robust customized sites written by
leaders in the umbraco community this invaluable guide
takes you through every aspect of this open source tool
code samples using xhtml css xslt and c are integrated



throughout the pages to illustrate key concepts that
you can apply as you work through the chapters you ll
progress from building a basic umbraco site to a
sophisticated one that meets the needs of your
organization umbraco user s guide explains how to
install umbraco and walks you through its xml structure
discusses how to create templates while building your
understanding of layouts offers best practices for
developing content designing types organizing templates
and using the rich text editor walks you through xslt
and net controls helps you build sample applications
and troubleshoot any issues that arise covers how to
create your own classified ads site by combining
document types templates styles macros and more
Technical Documentation Best Practices - Planning and
Structuring Helpful User Assistance 1991 this book
offers a collection of 256 guidelines on the art of
coding to help you write better perl code in fact the
best perl code you possibly can the guidelines cover
code layout naming conventions choice of data and
control structures program decomposition interface
design and implementation modularity object orientation
error handling testing and debugging publisher
User's Guide to the Parallel Processing Extension of
the Prognosis Model 2002-10-28 this is the digital
version of the printed book copyright 2000 derek hatley
and imtiaz pirbhai authors of strategies for real time
system specification join with influential consultant
peter hruschka to present a much anticipated update to
their widely implemented hatley pirbhai methods process
for system architecture and requirements engineering
introduces a new approach that is particularly useful
for multidisciplinary system development it applies
equally well to all technologies and thereby provides a
common language for developers in widely differing
disciplines the hatley pirbhai hruschka approach h h p
has another important feature the coexistence of the
requirements and architecture methods and of the



corresponding models they produce these two models are
kept separate but the approach fully records their
ongoing and changing interrelationships this feature is
missing from virtually all other system and software
development methods and from case tools that only
automate the requirements model system managers system
architects system engineers and managers and engineers
in all of the diverse engineering technologies will
benefit from this comprehensive pragmatic text in
addition to its models of requirements and architecture
and of the development process itself the book uses in
depth case studies of a hospital monitoring system and
of a multidisciplinary groundwater analysis system to
illustrate the principles compatibility between the h h
p methods and the uml the hatley pirbhai architecture
and requirements methods described in strategies for
real time system specification have been widely used
for almost two decades in system and software
development now known as the hatley hruschka pirbhai h
h p methods they have always been compatible with
object oriented software techniques such as the uml by
defining architectural elements as classes objects
messages inheritance relationships and so on in process
for system architecture and requirements engineering
that compatibility is made more specific through the
addition of message diagrams inheritance diagrams and
new notations that go with them in addition state
charts while never excluded are now specifically
included as a representation of sequential machines
these additions make definition of the system software
boundary even more straightforward while retaining the
clear separation of requirements and design at the
system levels that is a hallmark of the h h p methods
not shared by most oo techniques once the transition to
software is made the developer is free to continue
using the h h p methods or to use the uml or any other
software specific technique
Single Sourcing 2011-05-04 an authoritative



introduction to implementing dotnetnuke sites by
experienced dotnetnuke implementers and trainers an
impressive author team shows you how to easily build
sites with a variety of content features no programming
experience required if your goal is to build the site
without worrying about the programming behind it
dotnetnuke 5 user s guide gives you exactly what you
need after developing a groundwork in the dotnetnuke
framework and dotnetnuke as a content management system
it provides installation and administration information
then it takes you step by step through a variety of use
cases implementation strategies and configuration
decisions for various sites introduces the benefits of
content management systems open source how dotnetnuke
functions as a content management system and dotnetnuke
modules pages and skins explains the installation
process options for installing dotnetnuke and
requirements as well as administration functionality
and content management fundamentals for dnn sites
examines different use cases implementation strategies
and configuration decisions shows how to develop and
implement a personal site a team or club community a
small business site and an enterprise solution looks at
various advanced topics relevant to all use cases
ranging from advanced installation options to detailed
administrative features includes a foreword by shaun
walker creator of dotnetnuke and wrox dotnetnuke series
editor dotnetnuke 5 user s guide provides the tools you
need to put this valuable technology to work
Umbraco User's Guide 2005-07-12 one of the first books
to provide a comprehensive description of opnet it guru
and modeler software the practical opnet user guide for
computer network simulation explains how to use this
software for simulating and modeling computer networks
the included laboratory projects help readers learn
different aspects of the software in a hands on way
quickly locate instructions for performing a task the
book begins with a systematic introduction to the basic



features of opnet which are necessary for performing
any network simulation the remainder of the text
describes how to work with various protocol layers
using a top down approach every chapter explains the
relevant opnet features and includes step by step
instructions on how to use the features during a
network simulation gain a better understanding of the
whats and whys of the simulations each laboratory
project in the back of the book presents a complete
simulation and reflects the same progression of topics
found in the main text the projects describe the
overall goals of the experiment discuss the general
network topology and give a high level description of
the system configuration required to complete the
simulation discover the complex functionality available
in opnet by providing an in depth look at the rich
features of opnet software this guide is an invaluable
reference for it professionals and researchers who need
to create simulation models the book also helps
newcomers understand opnet by organizing the material
in a logical manner that corresponds to the protocol
layers in a network
Perl Best Practices 1994 provides usage information and
examples for the graph template language gtl the gtl is
the underlying language for the default templates that
are provided by sas for procedures that use ods
graphics you can use the gtl either to modify these
templates or to create your own highly customized
charts and plots information covered includes how to
combine language elements to build a custom graph
creating panels that contain multiple graphs managing
plot axes using legends modifying style elements to
control appearance characteristics and using functions
expressions and conditional processing
DIETSYS Version 3.0 User's Guide 2013-08-02
Process for System Architecture and Requirements
Engineering 2001
Excel HSC Softw Design&Devel + Cards SG 2010-12-28



Voluntary Voting System Guidelines (VVSG)
Recommendations to the Election Assistance Commission
(EAC): Part 2: Documentation Requirements (rev.) 1992
DotNetNuke 5 User's Guide 2012-08-24
user's guide 1; microsoft excel 2015-07-14
The Practical OPNET User Guide for Computer Network
Simulation
SAS 9.4 Graph Template Language
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